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Proximity ligation for visualization of protein-protein interactions in cancer cell 
signaling and early cancer detection through novel blood based biomarkers
Simon Fredriksson
Olink Bioscience, Sweden

The in situ proximity ligation assay (in situ PLA) is a novel method for detecting protein-protein interactions in native 
fi xed cells and tissue samples. Th e assay provides localized single molecule data visualized by fl uorescence microscopy and 

quantifi ed by objective counting. Target protein interaction pairs are bound by primary antibodies in a standard immuno-
staining reaction, and when bound within a few tens of nanometres distance of each other, an amplifi ed single molecule DNA 
based reporter is generated. Th e amplifi cation product of the reporter is visible as a bright spot and remains locally attached to 
the site of the interaction also revealing sub cellular localization.

A large number of cell signalling study examples will be presented showing the utility of the technology and how it can provide 
novel insights in cancer pathway behaviour. Th e ability to study protein-protein interactions in situ using co-incidence binding 
by pairs of primary target specifi c antibodies opens a new realm of biomarker opportunities based on activity of proteins rather 
than abundance.

Another incarnation of the PLA technology takes advantage of the protein to DNA conversion for use in multiplexed 
quantifi cation of putative biomarkers in plasma samples. Data from multiplexed PLA in a colorectal cancer biomarker study 
will be presented detecting 75 proteins in 2 micro litres of plasma with 5 log linear range with sensitivities down to low femto 
Molar. A pilot study of 140 samples will be presented.
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